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CAPABILITIES

DISTRIBUTION

DESIGN

New products are an integral part of Bulgin's brand

development and reducing time to market for standard and

customer driven requirements is paramount. All new product

developments are managed through multidiscipline project

teams with the design engineers using the latest 3D CAD

modelling systems to ensure that time from concept through

rapid prototyping to production is kept to a minimum. This rare

degree of flexibility allows a speedy and accurate response to

specific customer development requests, both for minor

modifications as well as major projects.

The requirement for careful process control has led the

company to maintain nearly all its manufacturing 'in-house',

with tooling, injection moulding, metal forming and CNC

machining all undertaken in our own factories. This vertically

integrated philosophy enables the production of over 20 million

finished products annually built using semi and fully automated

assembly machinery consuming over 80 million mouldings and

200 million piece parts per year. This approach retains control

over the entire manufacturing process, from raw materials

through to production, inspection and testing.

The last link in the chain is the availability of product. Here

Elektron Technology is supported by a network of global and

local distributors who provide service and support when and

where it is needed for Bulgin products.

MANUFACTURE

EXPERTISE

Bulgin, now part of Elektron Technology, has over 80 years

experience in the electro-mechanical market and are a major

supplier satisfying the most demanding of uses and

applications. Customers are able to rely on the stability, quality

and range of expertise that this level of experience brings. The

company recognises the most prevalent customer demands of

quality, reliability and availability of products at a fair price. This

'value' principle continues to be the basis for all business

decisions within the company, a major part of which is the

ability to control all processes from beginning to end.




